Consider traditional fixed and new flexible automation systems to achieve reliable, safe, and profitable production of medical devices. BY TOM BEMER & RAY TYNCZUK

Flexible automation pros:
- Relies on hard automation to operate; if the cam is designed for a certain movement, that’s the only way it can be used
- Indexing operation parameters cannot be altered without major modifications
- Mechanical fixed automation systems cannot provide process feedback to the manufacturer for operational parameters

Flexible automation cons:
- Can be configured to work with different parts, sizes, by selecting different program operation
- Servomotors can monitor how much power is being consumed; data can be collected for reporting items such as power demand, uptime/down-time, displacement rate, velocity, acceleration/deceleration time

A central programmable controller can sync and fine-tune actions occurring at previous or succeeding workstations

Both fixed and flexible automation systems have their own specific pros and cons regarding their applicability in a specific manufacturing process. Above: Fixed-stop automation systems let the user know that each movement in the production chain will be performed identically every time, while flexible systems allow for different dwell and indexing times to be used.

Defining terms
Index period – Number of degrees on the cam that are used for moving the indexer into position
Dwell period – Remaining portion of the cam used to determine the length of the cam’s in-station position where no movement occurs during indexing.

If an indexing operation calls for the indexer to rotate 90° and stop, it’s cut so those operational parameters are always achieved, with no change in or added movement allowed.

By comparison, the index characteristics of the constant-lead cam are not determined by the way the cam has been cut, but rather electronically by a programmable device – usually a servomotor – instead of having the indexing and dwell times built into the cam.

Constant-lead cams have a programmable indexing period, but no true dwell period since the servomotor is designed to continuously use infinitesimal movements controlled by thousands of encoder points on the motor to seek correct position, even when the cam has stopped.

The subtle differences in fixed-stop and constant-lead cams need to be considered when deciding which technology to deploy.

Flexible automation cons:
- Startup is less involved because the cam controls all movements; power up the indexer and the cam delivers without much programming, decision-making, or system debugging
- When the cam comes to a stop, it is locked into that position with no chance of any ancillary movement occurring
- Robust, can easily handle higher load capacities
- Maintenance is simpler, operators only have to change the oil and grease parts on schedule

Rotary or linear movement
Automation systems are typically available in two configurations: rotary indexers that move in a circle as predetermined movements and tasks are completed.

One area of consideration is optimizing process control capabilities. A fixed automation technology to accomplish this revolves around the operation of the fixed-stop index cam for manufacturing, assembly, and packaging of medical devices. However, automation advancements have evolved to include flexible systems with a constant-lead cam as their means of controlling the motion.

Both fixed and flexible automation systems have their own specific pros and cons regarding their applicability in a specific manufacturing process. Above: Fixed-stop automation systems let the user know that each movement in the production chain will be performed identically every time, while flexible systems allow for different dwell and indexing times to be used.

A central programmable controller can sync and fine-tune actions occurring at previous or succeeding workstations

Flexible automation cons:
- Higher upfront cost than fixed systems; servomotor is more sophisticated than the typical A/C motor; requires additional hardware, drives to send signals to the motor; requires programmable logic controller (PLC) to coordinate operation through the amplifier; more complex electronic system
- Technical skill required to set up system; program must be written telling the cam when and how long to accelerate, how long to stay at a certain velocity, when and how long to decelerate, when to stop
- Programming can take several days; trial and error to find setup meeting end user’s needs
- Servomotor’s continuous feedback loop always searching, seeking, correcting position of the cam; may compromise the system’s precision, but installing a braking mechanism can stop ancillary movements
- Maintaining a flexible system can be more difficult; any erroneous adjustment capable of altering the recommended operating pattern can adversely affect production rate, damage indexer
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Both fixed and flexible automation systems have their own specific pros and cons regarding their applicability in a specific manufacturing process.
fixed or flexible automation systems, systems can be outfitted with either through production. Rotary and linear move parts or products in a straight line are completed, or conveyor systems that predetermined movements and tasks are completed by magnetic conveyor systems to accomplish by magnetic conveyor systems to accomplish by magnetic conveyor systems — may have 10 processes, nine of which take 4 seconds to complete before a final 20-second inspection process. In a fixed system, the inspection process would be conducted on a one-by-one basis, with subsequent parts waiting in line. With asynchronous movement, three or four finished parts can move into the test bay at the same time for simultaneous testing. Asynchronous movement — featuring fixed or flexible automation — allows more products to be completed faster with one machine rather than four chain-link conveyors.

Asynchronous movement is accomplished by magnetic conveyor systems to accurately control movement. Benefits of magnetic systems — either synchronous or asynchronous automation — are faster line speeds, more predictive, less frequent maintenance required, significantly smaller size than traditional chain-link conveyors, process programmability, and push-button changeover capabilities that eliminate the need for change parts.

Final thoughts
In deciding between fixed and flexible automation systems, consider the design and expectations of the operations, such as:

- Will there be stations that have different processing times on the same equipment? If so, operators will have to decide if changing to an asynchronous-movement system is best for their operation.
- Will there be more than one type of part processed that requires different motion parameters? This sounds like a motor process.
- In the future, is there a likelihood of processing different parts on the same machine? Fixed is the way to go if the machine will only make one part; if the project’s parameters will be changed at some point, flexible is probably the better choice.
- Does the part need to be rigidly held or locked in place during processing? Fixed is the best choice if the part needs to be locked firm; consider a flexible system if the servomotor is outfitted with a braking system.
- Will there be any large, unbalanced gravity loads while in the dwell period? Choose a fixed system for handling these heavier loads as operation of servomotors can be affected by imbalanced loads.
- Does the process require displacement, velocity, or acceleration feedback during movement? A flexible-based system is the best choice if accumulation of feedback by a central controller is needed.
- Is it desirable to be able to precisely control restrict movement while in the dwell period of the cam? With fixed systems, the dwell period has no chance for ancillary movement. However, some operations may require times when the dwell time must speed up or slow down, making a flexible system the better choice.
- Will there be technical support available in the field to program, re-program, adjust, and troubleshoot if a servomotor controls the system? Without technical support readily available, a fixed mechanical system is the better option.

Consider since every manufacturing operation is unique, as are its operational parameters. However, either the tried-and-true fixed system or a new flexible system will meet the needs of the operation if careful consideration has preceded the ultimate decision.
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